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The purpose of this research is to understand cultural boundaries 
of African American and African students. Reasons as to why there 
are misconceptions on both sides? Why the African American 
community has more attention? Why do the African events seize to 
be known? Why is there a lack of resources? Would African 
Americans be accepted by their dominant ancestry? What does the 
term “African in America” mean? Through observations and 
interviews, it has shown that cultural boundaries do exist amongst 
the two cultures. My sole purpose to find out why.  
Initial 
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Throughout this process, I’ve decided to use observations and 
interviews to gain so type of understanding of my project. My 
research project involved me looking more in personal lives of 
many African American and African students. I had to visually see 
for myself the invisible line that is between African American and 
African students and set my goals one many levels to understand 
why. Interview allowed me to create a personal bond with my fellow 
peers or instructor in order to better understand the difference of 
culture amongst the two groups. These methods gave a clearer 
view on Cultural Boundaries and also establish some type of we we 
can prevent the tensions. 
Question:  1.  
2. Why is there a cultural boundary between African Americans and 
Africans at the University of Illinois?  
3. Would Africans accept African Americans?  
4. Would Africans accept the claim African Americans make on common 
ancestry?  
5. Why do African Americans and Africans neglect each other?  
6. Why isn’t there an interaction between both the communities?  
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In the beginning of the semester, my Rhetoric instructor indicated 
that we would be focusing on race at the University. There was an 
activity done where she asked us “What ethnicity would you 
describe yourself as being? That is when I heard “African in 
America”. These answers lead me on a journey on acceptance and 
understanding the differences between the African American 
community and the African community. Through interviews and 
observations my goals was to understand the communities.  
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Throughout my research project, I found out that there is indeed an 
invisible tension line between African American and African 
students, lack of support for African students and African 
Organizations, Publicly announcing the events and organization 
and more that involve the African American resources. People also 
tend to indicate that the African and African American communities 
are alike. These two cultures are very different. There has also 
been some understanding as why misconceptions come up on 
both sides. I also learnt that some Africans probably wouldn’t 
accept African Americans.  
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Cultural Boundaries do exist amongst all types of cultures. It is 
something we can indeed avoid if we are to realize the importance 
of the situation. This is a really important subject to talk about 
amongst family and friends, classes, peers, and so forth. This is a 
continuous research project that can’t really e concluded. It has 
open many doors to different subjects to talk about it. I found my 
research linking to subcategories that can lead to a different 
research topic. Many questions came to mind that I felt that should 
be answers throughout the years if possible. The tension is visible 
and noticeable amongst students and does affect the daily lives of 
everyone here at the University. It also puts a hold on coming 
together in peace and sharing others cultures without tension.  
 
